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Abstract
Simulation and model checking are commonly used to
compare the behaviour of a computer-based system
with its requirements specification. However, when
upgrading an operational legacy system the challenge
is usually to compare the behaviour of a proposed
new system against an old trusted one. Doing this
for time-sensitive control systems is awkward because
the behaviour of the system is dependent on that
of its physical environment. Consequently, the old
and new systems can be compared meaningfully only
when they are simulated under exactly the same con-
ditions. In this paper we show how this can be done
by simulating both the old and new systems simulta-
neously, with both system models linked to the same
environment model. The resulting simulation traces
and model checking counterexamples allow the be-
haviours of a legacy real-time system and its proposed
replacement to be compared directly and easily.
Keywords: Simulation; Model checking; Real-time
systems.
1 Introduction
Software upgrades are a serious maintenance issue for
long-lived control systems. While major engineer-
ing assets such as coal draglines and aircraft have
lifetimes measured in decades, the microprocessors
and accompanying software embedded within them
become obsolete within a few years. Techniques for
safely replacing outmoded computer control systems
with newer versions are the subject of considerable
practical interest (Luke et al. 2001) and the process
is governed by strict regulations worldwide (U.S. Fed-
eral Aviation Administration 2001).
A particular problem with upgrading such legacy
systems is that the original requirements documents,
system specifications and certification tests may no
longer exist or may be irrelevant for a system which
has evolved over a number of years. Instead, reliance
is often placed on the old system having a ‘clean’
in-service history (Australian Defence Force 2003) so
that the proposed upgrade can be assessed directly
against the current system’s behaviour.
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In particular, we are interested in formally mod-
elling old and new real-time control systems so that
their task-level behaviour can be compared using sim-
ulation and model checking. However, this process is
difficult because the behaviour of embedded timing-
dependent control systems is intimately linked to that
of their physical environment. Therefore, an appro-
priate model of the (uncontrolled) external environ-
ment must be devised as well.
Furthermore, the behaviours of the old and new
systems can be compared meaningfully only if they
are simulated under exactly the same circumstances.
It is not adequate, for instance, to run a random sim-
ulation of the old system followed by a simulation of
the proposed new system if the model of the environ-
ment behaves differently in the two simulations.
An ‘obvious solution’ to this dilemma is to record a
trace of the environment’s behaviour during the first
simulation and replay it during the second. Unfor-
tunately, this is not possible in practice due to the
inherently discrete nature of the simulations. For in-
stance, consider a situation where we want to replace
a legacy task running at a frequency of 5Hz with a
new one running at 4Hz. The trace of the first task’s
simulation will include its interactions with the envi-
ronment at times 200ms, 400ms, 600ms, 800ms, etc.
The data in this trace is not useful when attempting
to simulate the second task’s interactions at times
250ms, 500ms, 750ms, etc. Creating environmental
traces with events recorded at both tasks’ frequen-
cies is not possible either because there is typically
a degree of ‘jitter’ (variability) in a task’s periodic-
ity, so the precise times at which it interacts with its
environment cannot be predicted in advance.
In this paper we develop a solution to this problem
which involves simulating the behaviours of both the
old and new systems simultaneously, with both sys-
tem models interacting independently with the same
model of the environment. This allows the behaviours
of the two systems, under exactly the same circum-
stances, to be compared directly. The simultaneous
traces of the two systems’ behaviours then provide
an easy and intuitive way to see their similarities and
differences. Model checking can also be used to ex-
plore the combined state space of the two systems and
search for specific differences between them.
2 Previous Work
Our interest in this research is analysis of time-critical
software tasks. A central concern with such tasks is
whether or not they can be guaranteed to meet their
deadlines when faced by preemption from higher-
priority tasks and locking of shared resources by
lower-priority tasks. Fortunately, real-time schedu-
lability tests can be used to determine this, given cer-
tain timing characteristics of the task set (Buttazzo
1997). We take it for granted that such analyses have
already been done and that the task set’s schedulabil-
ity is not in question. Instead we are interested in the
tasks’ functional behaviour, an issue not addressed at
all by scheduling theory.
Our approach is based on modelling the real-time
tasks of interest and then analysing the models via
simulation and model checking. There are, of course,
numerous published case studies on modelling and
analysis of time-critical processes. Behrmann et al.
(2004) even cite several examples using the specific
simulation toolkit that we use, including models of
a gearbox controller, a power supply controller, an
automobile supervisory controller, and so on. In
each case, however, the analysis involves developing
a model of a single system and either exploring its
possible behaviours through simulation or confirming
its adherence to formally-stated requirements through
model checking. None of these prior examples address
our concern of allowing two separate models to be di-
rectly compared with one another.
In fact, the approach closest to ours is the pro-
gramming technique of ‘relative’ code debugging
(Searle 2007). Relative debugging helps programmers
locate errors by comparing the contents of key data
structures within two executing programs, one pro-
gram acting as a reference for the other. If the con-
tents of the data structures differ at selected points
during execution then there may be an error. The
principle underlying this approach matches ours, but
work in this area to date has not been devoted to
real-time programs. Furthermore, our interest is in
analysing systems at the tasking level, not at the level
of individual program statements and data structures.
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Figure 1: Overall structure of the simulations.
3 Approach
The fundamental idea underlying our approach is to
link models of both the old control system and its pro-
posed replacement to the same model of the physical
environment (Figure 1). In this section we describe
our formal models of periodic control tasks and their
environment. As a motivating case study, we assume
that the computational tasks of interest are part of
an avionics system, and are meant to calculate the
vertical veclocity of an aircraft via heights sampled
periodically from the radar altimeter.
3.1 Experimental Environment
The models were developed using the Uppaal real-
time toolkit, which comprises an editor, simulator and
model checker (Behrmann et al. 2004). Uppaal al-
lows systems to be modelled as sets of concurrent fi-
nite state automata augmented with integer-valued
variables, special ‘clock’ variables, and synchronisa-
tion channels.
Uppaal was chosen because it is optimised for
analysis of time-dependent models (although our ap-
proach could equally well be applied in other sim-
ulation environments). In particular, Uppaal’s se-
mantics assumes that all clock variables progress at
the same rate, providing a form of implicit synchro-
nisation between automata. Automata may share
globally-declared variables. The timing semantics is
that time progresses while an automaton resides in a
particular state; transitions are instantaneous. States
may be annotated with boolean expressions which
must be true for the automaton to remain in that
state. Transitions may be annotated with conditions
that must be true for that transition to occur. Tran-
sitions may include variable assignments which are
performed when the transition occurs. Transitions in
concurrent automata may be explicitly synchronised
via input and output events on shared channels, in
which case the assignments performed by the ‘out-
put’ transition are completed before those of the cor-
responding ‘input’ transition.
The experiments described in Section 4 below were
conducted using Uppaal Version 4.0.6 on an Apple
MacBook laptop computer running the OS X oper-
ating system, Version 10.4.10. The simulation traces
and model checking counterexamples were exported
from Uppaal as text files and filtered through a small
‘awk’ script written by the author to make them com-
patible with Apple’s Grapher tool, Version 1.1. Fig-
ures 5 to 10 below were then all exported in Portable
Document Format from Grapher.
3.1.1 Model of the Physical Environment
Simulating a real-time control system using finite
state automata introduces the challenge of devising
an appropriate discrete approximation of the sys-
tem’s continuous environment. For the particular
case study of interest here we needed to simulate the
altitude of an aircraft, taking into account its vertical
velocity and acceleration.
In previous work we developed an environment
model by treating each value of the observed vari-
able’s velocity as a distinct state (Fidge & Tian 2006).
Here we use a different approach in which the veloc-
ity and acceleration are modelled as state variables.
This produces a more concise automaton, but requires
transitions to update a larger number of variables.
Figure 2 shows our Uppaal model of the control
task’s physical environment. There is only a single
state, SensorIdle. (Uppaal’s graphical user inter-
face uses coloured text to distinguish different kinds
of state and transition annotation. Here we use key-
words when, sync, while and do for this purpose.)
As usual in a model checking tool, one of our pri-
mary modelling aims is to minimise the number of
state changes, so a state transition occurs only when
one of the old or new system tasks wishes to sample
the aircraft’s altitude, which it indicates by synchro-
nising with channel sample. For each of the old and
new system models there are three synchronised tran-
sitions, representing the cases where the aircraft’s in-
stantaneous acceleration increases, stays unchanged,
or decreases, respectively.
Considering the middle transition in Figure 2,
which represents the case where the acceleration is
unchanged, we can see that the aircraft’s instanta-
neous vertical velocity v is set to its previous value
plus the instantaneous acceleration a multiplied by
the difference between the time s at which the current
altitude sample is being taken and the time p at which
the last sample was taken (by either the old or new
SensorIdle
… plus three symmetric 
transitions for the other 
system model
when a < A ∧ s ≥ i + M
sync sample!
do a := min(a + I, A);
     v := min(max(−V, v + (a ∗ (s − p))), V);
     h := h + (v ∗ (s − p));
     i := s;  p := s
when a > −A ∧ s ≥ i + M
sync sample!
do a := max(a − I, −A);
     v := min(max(−V, v + (a ∗ (s − p))), V);
     h := h + (v ∗ (s − p));
     i := s;  p := s
sync sample!
do v := min(max(−V, v + (a ∗ (s − p))), V);
     h := h + (v ∗ (s − p));
     p := s
Figure 2: The state-machine model of the physical environment. Constants: A—Maximum possible accel-
eration (metres per second per second); V —Maximum possible velocity (metres per second); M—Minimum
time allowed between increments of the acceleration (seconds); I—How much the acceleration changes in one
increment (metres per second per second). Variables: h—Height (metres); v—Instantaneous velocity (metres
per second); a—Instantaneous acceleration (metres per second per second); i—Time at which acceleration was
last incremented (seconds); s—Time at which next altitude sample will be taken (seconds); p—Previous sample
time (seconds). Variables h and s are shared with the tasks (Figure 4).
system models). Also, the velocity is bounded by con-
stant V representing the aircraft’s maximum possible
vertical velocity (or at least the velocity within which
the control system is required to function reliably).
The aircraft’s height h is then set to its previous value
plus the velocity v times the difference between the
current s and previous p sample times. Finally, the
previous sample time p is set to the current sample
time s in readiness for the next transition.
The uppermost transition in Figure 2 represents
the case where the aircraft’s vertical accleration in-
creases. It is guarded by the requirement that the
acceleration a is less than the maximum possible as-
sumed acceleration A, and that the last sample time s
is no less than the time i at which the acceleration
last changed plus the minimum allowed separation
between acceleration changes M . In this case the
aircraft’s instantaneous vertical acceleration a is in-
creased by constant I (but is still bounded by max-
imum possible acceleration A). Also the time i at
which the acceleration was last changed is set to the
current sample time s. The aircraft’s vertical veloc-
ity v, height h, and previous sample time p are up-
dated as explained above.
Finally, the lowermost transition in Figure 2 mod-
els the case where the vertical acceleration decreases,
and mirrors the uppermost transition. Although com-
plicated, we have found that modelling the physical
environment in this much detail produces reasonably
‘smooth’ behaviours and minimises modelling arti-
facts in the results. By changing the constants we can
also simulate a wide range of dynamic behaviours.
Most importantly for our purposes, the model of
the physical environment allows the aircraft’s altitude
to be sampled by either the model of the old system
or its intended replacement. Thus, each of the three
transitions described above is duplicated for the sec-
ond system model. The only difference is that there
is a separate ‘sample’ synchronisation channel and a
separate sample time variable ‘s’ for each of the two
control task models. In particular, since transitions
are instantaneous in Uppaal, both system models
can sample from the environment concurrently with-
out interfering with one another.
3.1.2 Model of Control Tasks
Our models of the legacy and replacement control
tasks all follow the same general structure. The chal-
lenge was to devise a model that captures the be-
haviour of a periodic control task which, at each in-
vocation, takes a sample from the altitude sensor, uses
this and one or more previous measurements to calcu-
late the aircraft’s vertical velocity, and then produces
the calculated velocity as its output.
Taking our cue from real-time scheduling the-
ory (Audsley et al. 1993), we assume that periodic
task invocations are scheduled every T seconds and
must complete their computation within a deadline
of D seconds. We assume that the best-case (short-
est) duration between the task sampling the altititude
and producing the calculated vertical velocity is B
seconds. (We also assume that a schedulability test
has already been used to verify that each task invoca-
tion will finish by its deadline, so the task’s worst-case
execution time need not be modelled explicitly.)
Given these task characteristics, we modelled three
extreme behaviours of interest, as shown in Figure 3.
Case 1 represents the situation where the task invo-
cation suffers no interference from other processor ac-
tivity and completes its computation as early as pos-
sible. Case 2 describes the situation where the task
completes all of its activities as late as possible, but
still within its deadline. Case 3 models the maxi-
sync sample?
do m[0] := h;
     o := s + B
when t ≥ b
do s := b + (D − B)
C NoDelaySuspendedwhile t ≤ b
Pending
while t ≤ s
Executing
while t ≤ o
when t ≥ b
do s := b
when t ≥ o
do c := f(m, H); ... see text
     m[2] := m[1];
     m[1] := m[0];
     b := b + T
sync sample?
do m[0] := h;
     o := s + D
when t ≥ s
sync sample?
do m[0] := h;
     o := s + B
Figure 4: Model of a periodic task. Constants: T—Period (seconds); D—Deadline (seconds); B—Best-case
execution time (seconds); H—Frequency (hertz). Variables: t—Current time (seconds); h—Height (metres);
s—Time at which task takes next sample (seconds); c—Calculated velocity (metres per second); m—Measured
altitudes (metres); b—Beginning time of the next task invocation (seconds); o—Time at which task produces
its output (seconds).
Sample Output
nT nT + B nT + D (n + 1)T
Sample Output
nT nT + (D − B) nT + D (n + 1)T
Sample Output
nT nT + D (n + 1)T
1.
2.
3.
Figure 3: Timelines showing the three behaviours
modelled for the nth invocation of a task. Con-
stants: T—Period; D—Deadline; B—Best-case ex-
ecution time.
mum possible separation between the task sampling
its input and producing its output. Although there
are other possible task behaviours between these ex-
tremes, these cases are sufficient for comparing the
worst-case behaviours of each task.
To capture these task behaviours in Uppaal we
developed the state machine model shown in Figure 4.
State Suspended represents the situation where the
task is waiting for its next invocation. (The nested
circle indicates that this is the initial state.) This
state persists while the current time t does not ex-
ceed the task invocation’s beginning time b. The
three paths leading from state Suspended back to
itself model the three behaviours described in Fig-
ure 3. All transitions leading from state Suspended
are guarded by the requirement that current time t is
not less than the task’s beginning time b. Combined
with the constraint on the state, this forces the chosen
transition to occur at time b exactly.
The uppermost path in Figure 4 models the case
where the task invocation performs all of its actions
as late as possible (Case 2 in Figure 3). When state
Suspended is left the time s at which the task sam-
ples the aircraft’s altitude is set to the latest pos-
sible time, and the task enters state Pending until
this time. When state Pending is left the task syn-
chronises with the environment model, via channel
sample, and stores a measurement of the aircraft’s
height h in array m. The model also sets the time o
at which the task invocation will produce its output,
and enters state Executing which represents the sit-
uation where the task is calculating the aircraft’s ver-
tical velocity from recently sampled altitude readings.
When state Executing is left, at time o, the task’s
calculated velocity c is produced as a function f of
the array m of altitude measurements and the task’s
frequency H. The choice of function f depends on
the type of task being modelled (see Section 4). In
addition, the most recent altitude measurements are
shifted along array m and the beginning time b for
the next task invocation is calculated as the last in-
vocation’s beginning time plus the task’s period T .
The other two paths through Figure 4, via state
NoDelay, model Cases 1 and 3 from Figure 3. In
both cases the task invocation samples the aircraft’s
altitude immediately. (In Uppaal a ‘C’ within a state
indicates that this is a ‘committed’ transition which
occurs straight away.) From state NoDelay the only
difference between these two cases is the time o at
which the subsequent output will be produced.
Although simple, the results in Section 4 below
show that this model accurately captures a periodic
task’s dynamic behaviour.
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Figure 6: Effect of (worst-case) jitter on a simple task. A simulation showing the task’s calculated velocity (the
step function) against the environment’s instantaneous velocity (smooth curve). Task constants: T = 250ms,
D = 100ms, B = 60ms.
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Figure 5: Velocity calculated by a simple task (the
step function) compared with the instantaneous ve-
locity used by the environment model (smooth curve)
with no task jitter. Task constants: T = 250ms,
D = 60ms, B = 60ms.
4 Experimental Results
In this section we present the outcomes of a number of
experiments conducted using the models described in
Section 3. In particular, we show how our approach of
simulating both the old and new systems simultane-
ously, interacting with the same environment, allows
their respective behaviours to be compared easily.
The same environment model was used for all of
the experiments shown below. With respect to Fig-
ure 2, the environmental constants used in the ex-
periments were a maximum vertical acceleration A of
10m/s2, a maximum vertical velocity V of 140m/s, a
fixed increment I to the acceleration when it changes
of 3m/s2, and a minimum allowed time M between
changes to the acceleration of 500ms.
4.1 Validating the Task Model
We firstly need to confirm that our models of periodic
control tasks and their environment reflect the actual
dynamic behaviour of such systems.
As an initial test, Figure 5 shows a simulation of a
simple task which calculates the aircraft’s vertical ve-
locity based on the last two measured altitudes. With
respect to function f in Figure 4, the calculated ve-
locity c was produced from the task’s frequency H
and array m of measured altitudes as follows.
c := (m[0]−m[1]) ∗H
Figure 5 clearly shows the calculated velocity lag-
ging behind the ‘true’ instantaneous velocity, which
is climbing rapidly at this point in the simulation, as
we would expect due to the time required to sample
altitudes and perform the calculation. (The horizon-
tal axis in this and subsequent figures is measured in
centiseconds, i.e., hundredths of a second. The rea-
son for this unusual choice of time unit is discussed
in Section 5.)
The task’s deadline D and best-case execution
time B were the same in this experiment, so there
was no jitter (variability) in the periodicity of times
at which the task sampled altitudes or produced ve-
locities. In practice, however, the execution of most
periodic tasks is disturbed by either preemption from
other software tasks running on the processor or in-
terruptions from hardware events. To model this sit-
uation we ran another experiment in which the task’s
deadline D was increased. This allowed variability in
the times at which each task invocation performs its
actions, as per Figure 3.
The results of this experiment are shown in Fig-
ure 6. This time the task’s calculated behaviour fails
to follow the instantaneous velocity closely. Further-
more, as the velocity increases, so do the errors in the
calculated velocity.
In fact, this is exactly the behaviour we expect
from a task with appreciable jitter. The expression
above for calculating velocity c assumes that consec-
utive altitude measurements are taken exactly 1/H
seconds apart. However, if the actual samples are
taken closer together than this, due to jitter in the
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Figure 7: Comparison of a fast simple task (dashed line) with a slower but smarter one (solid line). Simple
task constants: T = 333ms, D = 60ms, B = 20ms. Smart task constants: T = 500ms, D = 50ms, B = 20ms.
task’s periodicity, then the velocity will be underes-
timated. If samples are taken further apart than ex-
pected then the velocity will be overestimated. These
effects account for the way the task both under and
overestimates the calculated velocity in our simula-
tion, and the fact that the magnitude of the error is
proportional to the absolute velocity.
For instance, in Figure 6 samples could be taken
as far apart as T + (D − B) = 250 + (100 − 60) =
290ms. This would skew the results by a factor of
290/250 = 1.16, meaning that when the true velocity
is, for example, 45m/s, the simple task may report it
as 52.2m/s. Indeed, we see this occur at the top of
the curve in Figure 6 where, even though the instan-
taneous velocity is constant, the calculated velocity
jumps upwards. (The effects of jitter would not nor-
mally be as severe as shown here, but keep in mind
that we are modelling worst-case behaviours.)
From these and other experiments we concluded
that our task and environment models do indeed cap-
ture the dynamic system properties of interest.
4.2 Comparing Different Calculations
Most importantly, however, by constructing our mod-
els as shown in Figure 1, we can simulate two different
tasks under exactly the same conditions to compare
their respective behaviours.
For example, having observed the erratic be-
haviour of the simple task in Section 4.1, we may
consider whether we can improve its (worst-case) be-
haviour by changing the way the velocity is calcu-
lated. One way of doing this would be to calculate
the velocity using the last three measured altitudes,
rather than just the last two, using an average value
as follows.
c :=
((m[0]−m[1]) + (m[1]−m[2])) ∗H
2
Figure 7 then shows the result of an experiment to
directly compare the behaviour of the original simple
task and this proposed new ‘smart’ one, both suffer-
ing from worst-case jitter. Furthermore, in this par-
ticular example the simple task runs at a frequency
of 3Hz, while the smart task runs at only 2Hz, thus
putting the smart task at a significant disadvantage.
Around 18 seconds into the simulation, for instance,
it is obvious that the smart task’s output lags fur-
ther behind the instantaneous velocity than that of
the simple task, because the simple task’s output is
updated more often.
Nevertheless, the figure clearly shows that the
different calculation in the smart task produces a
smoother result, despite this handicap. As the true
velocity increases the simple task’s calculated velocity
becomes unstable, whereas the smart task continues
to follow the true velocity closely. (In the particular
experiment shown in Figure 7 the smart task has a
shorter deadline than the simple one and thus suf-
fers less from jitter. Nevertheless other experiments
showed that the relative ‘smoothness’ of the smart
task’s behaviour is primarily due to the averaging ef-
fect of the way it calculates velocities.)
Simulating the behaviour of the two tasks together
in this way thus allows us to compare various aspects
of their behaviours quickly and easily. By varying
the task constants we can also calibrate them with
respect to one another.
4.3 Comparing Different Task Sets
We can also use our approach to compare not just sin-
gle tasks but different task sets. For instance, a com-
mon architecture in avionics control systems is to have
an autonomous Input-Output Processor running in
parallel with the Central Processing Unit (Falardeau
1994). This allows the cpu to continue calculating
while the iop interacts with hardware devices to get
sensor data.
Therefore, we decided to conduct an experiment
which compared the behaviour of a single dedicated
task to an iop-cpu task pair. We assumed that the
vertical velocity calculation is split into two halves. A
periodic task on the Input-Output Processor samples
altitudes and puts the values into a shared memory
location, and a periodic task in the Central Processing
Unit reads these values and uses them to calculate
the vertical velocity. Both task models were based
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Figure 8: Comparison of a single task with a combination of an iop task and a cpu task. Single task constants:
T = 500ms, D = 100ms, B = 70ms. Iop task constants: T = 200ms, D = 40ms, B = 30ms. Cpu task
constants: T = 333ms, D = 60ms, B = 40ms.
on the one in Figure 4. The iop task synchronised
with the environment via a sample channel in the
usual way and put the sampled altitude into a shared
variable. However, the cpu task was slightly simpler
than Figure 4 because it did not need to synchronise
and just read from the global variable shared with
the iop task at appropriate times. (At the tasking
level the delay caused by code being blocked awaiting
access to the shared variable is accounted for in the
task’s timing constants.)
We then conducted an experiment to compare a
single task with an iop-cpu task combination. Both
the single task and the cpu task used the ‘smart’ ve-
locity calculation from Section 4.2. For the purposes
of comparison the single task’s execution time was
split between the iop and cpu tasks. However, both
the iop and cpu tasks were given shorter periods than
the single task. Also their periods were different from
one another. The iop task was scheduled at a fre-
quency of 5Hz, while the cpu task ran at only 3Hz.
This was done on the assumption that it would allow
the cpu task to always find a reasonably ‘fresh’ alti-
tude stored in the memory location shared with the
iop task, so that we should get a smooth calculated
velocity.
However, as shown in Figure 8, the iop-cpu tasks
performed worse than the single task, despite the sin-
gle task running at only 2Hz. The highly erratic be-
haviour of the iop-cpu combination was caused by
the difference in their frequencies which created an ex-
treme kind of jitter across successive task invocations.
Furthermore, we also recognised from this result that
the velocity calculation in the cpu task, which was
based on its own frequency, was inadequate in this
situation since it also needs to take into account the
delay introduced by the iop task. This explains the
asymmetry in the iop-cpu tasks’ calculated velocity.
To solve this, we realised that there needs to be
a harmonic relationship in the communicating tasks’
periods. To confirm this hypothesis we changed the
cpu task’s period to match that of the iop task.
We also introduced an initial 100ms offset in the
cpu task’s schedule, so that cpu task invocations
never overlap in time with those of the iop task. (In
practice this would allow us to avoid the need for a
mutual-exclusion lock on the variable shared by the
two tasks.)
Rerunning the experiment then produced a dra-
matically different result as shown in Figure 9. Not
only does the iop-cpu pair now produce a smooth cal-
culated velocity, but thanks to their higher (shared)
frequency they outperform the single task. It is clear
from the figure that the iop-cpu tasks’ calculated ve-
locity stays closer to the true velocity than that of the
single task.
Again, these experiments show how the model al-
lows us to compare different possible implementations
easily and to identify design problems even before the
corresponding programs are written.
4.4 Searching for Differences
Of course, the real advantage of using a tool such
as Uppaal is that as well as exploring random or
user-guided behaviours via simulation, we can also
use model checking to search for particular states of
interest. Recall that model checking involves an ex-
haustive state-space search to locate specific states
expressed through temporal logic formulæ (Clarke &
Schlingloff 1999). In our application this means that
we can use Uppaal’s model checker to search for sig-
nificant differences in the behaviour of an old system
and its intended replacement.
As an example, consider the situation where as
part of a software upgrade we need to change the
tasking schedule. The original task was invoked fre-
quently but had high jitter. The question is whether
it would be acceptable to replace it with a task that is
invoked less frequently but which has a lower degree
of jitter. (Both tasks calculate velocities as per the
‘smart’ task described in Section 4.2.)
In this case we may wish to check the following
temporal logic safety property, where c is the more
frequent (4Hz) task’s calculated velocity and c′ is the
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Figure 9: Comparison of a single task with an improved iop-cpu task combination. Single task constants:
T = 500ms, D = 100ms, B = 70ms. Iop task constants: T = 200ms, D = 40ms, B = 30ms. Cpu task
constants: T = 200ms, D = 60ms, B = 40ms and initial offset 100ms.
less frequent (2Hz) task’s calculated velocity.
(c− 6 ≤ c′ ≤ c + 6)
In other words, we want to confirm that the replace-
ment task’s calculated velocity c′ always stays within
6m/s of the original task’s calculation c.
In this case Uppaal’s model checker quickly pro-
duced a counterexample to prove that this property
does not hold. Figure 10 shows the resulting trace.
The particular situation found is one where the veloc-
ity is decreasing rapidly and at a high negative veloc-
ity the difference in the two task’s velocities exceeds
6m/s.
Interestingly, although a large difference was found
between the original and proposed replacement tasks’
behaviours, this does not necessarily suggest that the
replacement task is not adequate. In fact, the primary
cause of the difference here is the jitter in the orig-
inal task. The figure shows that the less-frequently
invoked replacement task (dashed line) has a compar-
atively smooth behaviour, so we may still choose to
use it in place of the original task.
4.5 Failing to Find Differences
As a final experiment we chose to refine our model
checking result. In the particular counterexample in
Figure 10 the large difference between the two tasks’
calculated vertical velocities occurs in the circum-
stance of a high negative velocity exceeding −90m/s.
We may therefore ask whether such a difference could
ever occur under less extreme conditions.
The following safety property asserts that the re-
placement task’s calculated velocity c′ always stays
within 6m/s of the original task’s calculation c, pro-
vided that the original task’s velocity does not exceed
an absolute value of 70m/s.
((−70 ≤ c ≤ 70)⇒ (c− 6 ≤ c′ ≤ c + 6))
Attempting to check this property using Up-
paal’s model checker produced inconclusive results,
however. Trying depth-first or ‘random depth-first’
searches resulted in immediate integer overflows. This
is not surprising given the way we have expressed the
models, because the timestamp and altitude variables
in the model can grow without bound.
On the other hand a breadth-first search became
hopelessly memory-bound, attempting to maintain
the enormous tree of states visited, despite the power-
ful optimisation techniques used by Uppaal (Larsen
et al. 1997). Again this is not surprising given that
this particular model has numerous integer-valued
variables, thus resulting in an enormous state space.
Ultimately, therefore, all we can conclude is that it
appears highly likely that the safety property holds,
since no counterexample could be found within rea-
sonable time and space limits. However, it is an in-
evitable characteristic of models such as ours, with
unbounded integer-valued variables, that the entire
state space cannot be searched.
5 Discussion
The Uppaal toolkit provided an extremely conve-
nient environment in which to conduct this research.
In particular, the implicitly synchronised clocks sup-
ported by its timed automata semantics allowed us to
express independent models of the old and new sys-
tems which nonetheless both progressed at the same
rate, and the instantaneous transitions in Uppaal’s
timed automata semantics allowed the two system
models to access the same environment concurrently
without interfering with one another.
A weakness of Uppaal, however, is its limited sup-
port for arithmetic. The current version supports 16-
bit integers only. Working with such a limited range
of values was awkward. Our first attempted models
used centimetres as the unit for lengths and millisec-
onds as the unit for time, as these were natural choices
for the problem domain. However, these units were
so small that the simulations failed with integer over-
flows after only a few seconds of simulated time. We
were forced, therefore, to re-express our models using
larger units, specifically decimetres for lengths and
centiseconds for times. This complicated the arith-
metic in the models somewhat because it became nec-
essary to scale the results to more commonly-used
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Figure 10: Model checking counterexample showing how a 6m/s difference can occur between two task’s
calculated velocities. More frequent task’s constants: T = 250ms, D = 100ms, B = 70ms. Less frequent task’s
constants: T = 500ms, D = 50ms, B = 40ms.
units. (For clarity, the arithmetic needed to do this
has been excised from Figures 2 and 4.)
6 Conclusion
The dynamic behaviour of real-time control tasks is
complex and is intimately linked to that of their phys-
ical environment. In control system maintenance the
behaviour of a proposed new system can be compared
meaningfully with that of an existing legacy system
only within the same environment. Here we have
shown how this can be done in a real-time simula-
tion and model checking toolkit by modelling both
old and new systems concurrently with a shared en-
vironment model. The environment was accessed by
each of the system models in a way that prevented the
two models from interfering with one another. This
allowed the separate behaviour of the two systems to
be compared directly. Pleasingly, a variety of exper-
iments showed that the outcomes are both easy to
interpret, and match our intuitive understanding of
the dynamic processes involved.
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